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TORNADO

Heavy-Duty Non-Acid
Sewer Line Cleaner
with Aluminum Chips
CLEARS SEWER DRAINS AND MAIN LINES
BLOCKED WITH DEBRIS, LEAVES,
GREASE, BONES, SMALL TREE ROOTS,
ETC.
NO FOUL SMELL. NICE CHERRY
FRAGRANCE. BIODEGRADABLE - NONDUSTING - STABLE FORMULA CONTAINS
ALUMINUM CHIPS TO GENERATE HEAT &
AGITATION.

Product # 7102
Product # 7008 BULK
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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TORNADO Non-Acid Sewer Line Cleaner & Maintainer is a heavy duty product designed for municipal and
industrial sewer line cleaning and performing preventive maintenance on large sewer systems. TORNADO
contains a powerful alkaline compound and aluminum chips that when activated by water, create heat and
agitation over an extended time period and distance. TORNADO’s non-dusting, stable formula is safer to use
than many sewer line cleaners. TORNADO is the most effective method for maintaining sewer lines troubled
with small tree roots, debris, leaves, rags, bones, starches, hair, etc. Our unique formula will clear lines
stopped with severe blockages, break down grease and sludge accumulations without any unpleasant fumes
or odors. Regular use of TORNADO, as preventive maintenance, will keep all large sewer systems freeflowing and trouble free. For more information on TORNADO or a demonstration of SUPERCO’s drain
maintenance products, contact your local sales representative.
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TORNADO
Granular Sewer Line Cleaner & Maintainer with
Aluminum Chips
TORNADO’s biodegradable, non-dusting formula generates
heat and agitation that easily clears main lines and sewers
blocked with leaves, trash, paper, starches, bones, tree roots,
grease, fats, oils, sludge, rags, diapers, sanitary napkins, hair,
and other debris so that sewage systems become free-flowing
and clear. TORNADO’s is a powerful blend of alkali and
aluminum chips with pleasant cherry fragrance and when
activated by water creates a chemical reaction that easily opens
clogged main lines and sewers.
TORNADO generates
sustained heat and agitation to effectively clear blockages a
great distance down the line.
TORNADO is designed for municipal and industrial use in all
types of sewer & septic systems.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
For municipal drains & main sewer
lines: Add TORNADO according to
the dosage chart directly into cleanout or man-hole and add water with
hose if none exists in drain already.
Immediately replace clean-out cap or
manhole cover. Let product work for
20 to 30 minutes then flush with water
hose or by continuously flushing a
toilet nearest the main line. Repeat
treatment until line is clear.
Preventive maintenance:
A
preventive maintenance schedule is
recommended for all sewer lines and
main lines. TORNADO is ideal for use
as a preventive measure to help avoid
sever blockages. Use 10% of the
amount of product listed on the dosage chart as a guideline for
preventive maintenance.
TORNADO DOSAGE CHART:
MUNICIPAL USE (per 500 feet of line):
4“ to 6”
25 lbs.
(1 bucket)
8“ to 12”
50 lbs.
(2 buckets)
14“ to 18”
75 lbs.
(3 buckets)
18“ to 20”
100 lbs.
(4 buckets)
20“ to 24”
150 lbs.
(5 buckets)

